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Project Concept

Adjustable in
Sizing

Hook: 5 mm / H/8

Yarn
Caron Jumbo, 340 g/12 oz, 544 m/595 yds
A - Easter Basket
B - Seaspray
C - Magnolia Branch
D - Perennial
E - Chocolate
F - Zinnia
G - Dalmation
H - Garden Grows
GAUGE 13 sc, and 14 rows = 4” [10 cm]

Using the moss stitch aka granite stitch, you too
can create a unique looking blanket with variegated
yarns that you may already have.
Pick as many colours you want, myself, I picked
8 colours from Caron Jumbo. Long variegated self
striping yarns, like Caron Cakes, will not work with
this concept.
We have one of our own designs, moss wave and a
Yarnspirations straight rows design here.

Adjusting Size - Waves
Multiples of 16 chs +1.

Revision 1
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Each multiple is 3.5” width once the waves begin. I have done the math for you in the next
column.
Beginning Chain Sizes for Wave Blankets
Baby Blankets 36” Wide = 161 chains
Twin Size 39” No Drape = 177 chains
Throw Size 60” Wide = 273 chains
Double Size 60” No Drape = 273 chains
Queen Size 60” No Drape = 273 chains
King Size 76” No Drape = 353 chains
Twin Size 69” Drape Incl = 321 chains
Double 84” Drape Incl = 385 chains
Queen 90” Drape Incl = 417 chains
King Size 106” Drape Incl = 481 chains

Length of Blankets

Baby = 36”
Twin Size 75” (with drape 90”
Throw Size 60”
Double 75” (with drape 90”)
Queen 80” (with drape 95”
King 80” (with drape 95”)
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Scarves Width and Length

Abbreviations

Scarves range from 5” to 10” and are generally •
55” for short, 70” for medium and 82” + for long •
•
and super scarf levels.
7” wide scarf = 33 chains
10.5” wide scarf = 49 chains
Changing Colours

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Approx = Approximately
Beg = Beginning
Ch = Chain(s)
Rem = Remaining
Rep = Repeat
Rnd(s) = Round(s)
RS = Right side
Sc = Single crochet
Sc2tog = Single crochet 2 together
Sk = Skip
Yoh = Yarn over hook

3rd row: Ch 1, 2 sc in first st. Ch 1, (1 sc in next
ch 1 sp. ch 1) twice. Sc2tog over next ch 1 sp and
following sc st, sc2tog over sc st and following ch 1
sp. Ch 1, (1 sc in next ch 1 sp. ch 1) twice. Sk next
st, 2 sc in next st. *2 sc in next st, ch 1, (1 sc in next
ch 1 sp. ch 1) twice. Sc2tog over next ch 1 sp and
following sc st, sc2tog over sc st and following ch 1
sp. Ch 1, (1 sc in next ch 1 sp. ch 1) twice. Sk next
st, 2 sc in next st. Rep from * across. Turn.

1. Complete the beginning chain and first row
with 1 colour.
Instructions - Waves
2. Change the colour at the end of each row
going forward.
Start with a colour, chain in the multiples given or

suggested starting chain counts for the project listed on this pattern.

You need to decide if you are going to label
your balls so that the colours will sequence in
1st row: 2 sc in 2nd ch from hook. 1 sc in next 5
the same order each time.

ch, (sc2tog) twice, 1 sc in next 5 ch. 2 sc in next ch,
*2 sc in next ch, 1 sc in next 5 ch, (sc2tog) twice, 1
sc in next 5 ch. 2 sc in next ch. Rep from * across.
Turn.

Or, will you randomly insert the colour as you
go without worrying about colour sequence.
My sample I did is random, completely random.
Change Colour.

2nd row: Ch 1, 2 sc in first st. Ch 1, (sk next st, 1
sc in next st, ch 1) twice. Sk next st, (sc2tog over
next 2 sts) twice. Ch 1, (sk next st, 1 sc in next, ch
1) twice. Sk next st, 2 sc in next st. *2 sc in next st,
ch 1, (sk next st, 1 sc in next, ch 1) twice. Sk next st,
(sc2tog over next 2 sts) twice. Ch 1, (sk next st, sc
in next, ch 1) twice. Sk next st, 2 sc in next st. Rep
from * across. Turn.
Change Colour.

Change Colour.
Repeat Row 3 until your desired length.
You can either weave in your ends as you go or wait
until the end. There will be a lot of tails to weave in
if you wait until the end of the project. Weaving as
you go may save you time.
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King Size 76” No Drape = 304 chains
Twin Size 69” Drape Incl = 276 chains
Double 84” Drape Incl = 336 chains
Queen 90” Drape Incl = 360 chains
King Size 102” Drape Incl = 408 chains

Length of Blankets

Baby = 36”
Twin Size 75” (with drape 90”
Throw Size 60”
Double 75” (with drape 90”)
Queen 80” (with drape 95”
King 80” (with drape 95”)
Catharine Lampman

Moss Stitch In Rows
You can do the moss stitch also in rows using the
same concept.

end of ch. Turn.
1st row: Ch 1. 1 sc in first sc. 1 sc in next ch-1 sp.
*Ch 1. Skip next sc. 1 sc in next ch-1 sp. Rep from
* to last st. 1 sc in last st. Turn.
2nd row: Ch 1. 1 sc in first sc. *Ch 1. Skip next sc.
1 sc in next ch-1 sp. Rep from * to last st. Ch 1. 1
sc in last st. Turn.
Rep 1st and 2nd rows to form pattern. When happy
with the length, fasten off.

It’s not uncommon for people to chain in sets of
2 and lay beside an item or blanket they want to
match to for this without having to count each chain.
Just be sure it’s in multiples of 2.

Abbreviations

Approx = Approximately
Beg = Beginning
Ch = Chain
Multiples are 2 chs.
Pat = Pattern
Rep = Repeat
Every 1” is consists of approx 4 sts. Keep in RS = Right side
mind, there are no waves so the beginning Sc = Single crochet
chains are shorter as it’s not having to com- Sp = Space
St(s) = Stitch(es)
pensate for going up or down.
Tog = Together
Beginning Chain Sizes for Regular Blankets Yoh = Yarn over hook

Adjusting Size

Baby Blankets 36” Wide = 144 chains
Twin Size 39” No Drape = 156 chains
Throw Size 60” Wide = 240 chains
Double Size 60” No Drape = 240 chains
Queen Size 60” No Drape = 240 chains

Cherie McDonald

With color of choice, chain in starting count that
you have picked from the list.
Foundation Row: (RS). 1 sc in 2nd ch from hook.
*Ch 1. Skip next ch. 1 sc in next ch. Rep from * to

Lindsey Rice Hodges

